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Intra-Industry Specialization 

in a Multi-Country and Multi-Industry Framework 

Bela Balassa and Luc Bauwens 

. The paper tests alternetive hypotheses as to the factors determining 

the extent of intra-industry tr<ide, defined as the share of this trade in 

total trade, in a multi-country and multi-industry framework. The empirical 

results show that ~he extent of intra-industry trade in a par~~cular industry 

between any two countries depends on the characteristics of the industry and 

the countries concerned. 

The explanatory pOl-ler of the regre,ssioqs for the entire groupr or 

countries exporting manufactured goods, as well as for trade among the 

developed countries, is relatively high and practically all the hypotheses 

concerning the impact of :ndustry and country characteristics on intra-

industry trade are supported by the empirical results. Lower coefficients of 

determination have been obtained for trade between developed and developing 

countries and for trade among developing countries, but the estimates 

generally support the hypotheses put forward in the paper in these cases also • 
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INTRA-INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATION 

IN A ~ULTI-COUNTRY AND ~ULTI-INDUSTRY F~~EWORK 

Bela Balassa and Luc Bauwens 

Introduction 

Since the time the senior author first i~troduced the concept of 

intra-industry -- as compared to ieter-industry -- trade (Balassa, 1966a), a 

vast literature has developed on the subject. Early efforts concentrated on 

the measurement of the ext~nt of intra-industry sFecialization. 11 

Subsequently, several contribution~ were made to the theory of intra~industry 

trade. Also, empi rical invest igat ions were unde. rt.'1;~ 'to' e':ltar<ll'l'll!.~,,;;th,e.<, 
, ", ", -',. ~,(~" 

determinants of intra-industry specialization. ~I 

This paper sets out to test alternative hypotheses as to the factors 

determining the extent of intra-industry trade, defined as the share of this 

trade in total trade, in a multi-country and multi-industry framework.. The 

investigation is limited to trade in manufactured goods whel."e product 

differentiation predominates '.I'hiletrade in prima:-y cOI1'.modities occurs largely 

in standardized products. Seasonal and border trade apart, intl."a~industry 

specialization is not expected to occur in standal."dized commodities. '!..I 

The determinants of intra-industry specialization are analyzed in the 
... 

trade of every countl."Y with every other country in each industry category, 

11 The expressions 'intra-industry specializatto,t' and 'int:-a-industry' trade 
~ill be used interchangeably in the paper. 

21 For references, see below. 

31 However, Brander (1981) considers the case of incl."a-industl."Y tl."ade in 
standardized commodities under conditions of Cournot-cype duopoly_ 

j 

I 

I 
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with reference to country and industry characteristics. The former pertain to 

pairs of countries; they represent common country characteristics (average per 

capita income, income inequality, a~e(age country size, size inequality, 

average trade orientation, distance, common borders) and specific country 

characteristics (participation in economic integration schemes and common 

language). The latter pertain to individual industries; they include product 

differentiation, marketing costs, variability of profit rates, scale 

economies, industrial concentration, foreign investment, foreign affiliates, 

offshore assembly, average tariffs, and tariff dispersion. 

The senior author earlier used the samecount,ry"ct'l'al"'a:ctedstics in an 

investigation of intra-industry specialization 1'n a multicountry framework. 

(Balassa, 1984a) and the same country and industry characteristics in an 

investigation of the intra-industry specialization of the United States with 

th~ rest of the world (Balassa, 1984b). The pres~nt investigation represents 

an extension of the former by including industry characteristics in addition 

to country characteristics tn the analysis, and an exten5ion of· ~he latter by 

examining the extent uf intra-industry specialization of every country with 

every other country. Apart from an attempt by Loertscher and Wolter (1980), 

referred to below, no other author has made estimates that combined the 

intercountry and the interindustry determinants of intra-industry trade in a 

multilateral frame~rk. • ... 

The study~overs 33 countries whose m&nufactured exports exceeded ... 
$300 miLLion, and accounted for at least 18 percent of their total merchandise 

exports, in 1979. Apart from trade among all the countries concerned, 

.. estimates have been made for trade among developed countries, among developing 

countries, as well as between developed an~ developing countries. Eighteen 

.. 
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countries '.1ith per capita incoa::es oE $2254 or higher 1n 1973 Y halle been 

included in the developed, and twenty countries ~ith per capita incomes of 

$2031 or lower in 1913 II in the developing, country group. 31 

The investigation includes aLtogether 152 irLdustry categories in the 

manufacturing sector as defirted by'the United St'te~ Standard Industrial 

Classification (SIC), with the exclusion of natural reSOUrCe products whose 

manufacture is importantly affected by the availability of natural resources 

41 in a particular country. - r.~e classification scheme has been established by 

merging 4-digit SIC cdtegories in cases when the economic characteristics of 

11 In order of their per capita GNP, the countries in question are 
Switzerland, United States, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Australia, Canada, 
Norway, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Japan, Finland, Austria, United Kingdom, 
Israel, Italy, and Ireland. 

21 In order of 
Argentina, Hon'S 
Tunisia, Korea, 
!?akistan. 

their per capita incomes, they are Spain, Singapore, Greece, 
Kong, Portugal. Yugoslavia, ~exico, Brazil. Taiwan, Malaysia, 
Morocco,Turkey. E~y?t, Thailand, Philippines, India, and 

31 Among empirical studies of the intercountry determinants of intra-industry 
~rade, Havrylyshyn and Ci~an (1~83) included countries, such as Algeria, the 
Central African Republic, Nigeria, and Sudan, in whose exports manufactured 
goods accounted for less than one percent of the total. In turn, Bergstrand 
(1983), Clair, Gaussens, and Phan (1984), and Loertscher and Wolter (1980) 
limited the investigation to trade among the developed countries.: ALL other 
empirical studies of intra-industry trade, referred to on p. 4, elamined the 
interindustry ~<;!tet'"minants of this trade. :: 

41 The investJ'kation excludes foods and beverages (SIC 20). tOba!'co (SIC Z1>, 
non-ferrous metals (SIC 333), as well as several 4-digit categori;s covering 
textile waste, preserved wood, saw m~ll products, prefabricated wood, veneer 
and pLywood, wood pulp. dreing and tanning extracts, fertilizers, adhesives 
and gelatin, carbon black. petrol.eum refining and products, asbestos and 
.sphalt products, cement andco~crete. lime, gypsum products, cut stone 
products, and lapid~ary work. It al;;o excludes ordnance (SIC 19), for which 
comparable trade data are not a~ailable. 
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particular products have been judged to be very similar. 11 The use of an 

economically meaningful classification scheme is of importance, so as to 

identify 'genuine' as compared to spurious intra-industry trade, which latter 

is an artifact of the classification scheme employed. The individual industry 

categories have further been matched against the 3- and 4-digitcategories of 

the United Nations Standard International Trade Classification (SITC). !I 

Section I of the paper describes the methodology utilized. Sections 

II and III, respectively, review th~ intercountry and the interindustry 

determinants of intra-industry specialization. Section IV provides the 

empidcal results obtained for bilateral trade among all. t.b.e., cQuntt'·Les._ ... 

covi:.:red, among deve Loped count ries, among deve loping couO"t:""~."Ii," .... ell as 

between developed and developing countries. Finally, Section V compares the 

results obtained for the various groups of countries. 

11 The principal criteria have been high substitution elasticities "in 
~roduction and in consumption. 

!I Among other empirical studies of intra-industry trade, Havrylyshyn and 
Civan (1983) and Pagoulatos and Sorensen (1915) used 102 3-digit SITC 
categories; Loertscher and Wolter selected 59 such categories because of a 
lack,of sufficient reliable export data for others (l980, p. 28Sn); Caves 
chose 84 3-digit SITe categories which could be matched with 4-digit SIC 
categories (1981, p. 206); Toh utilized 112 4-digit SIC categories for which 
comparable trade data could be "derived from aggregating comparable and not 
to; ~any SITC numbers in order to keep the extent of statistical aggregation 
bias to the minimu~' (1982, p. l88); Lundberg (1982) made calcaulations for 
the 77 manufacturing sectors of the International Standard Industrial 
Classification; Berlstrand (1983) used 3 digit categories wfthin SITC class 7, 
and Clair. Gaussens, and Ph an (1984) utilized S-digit categ~ries in SITC 
classes 5 and 1. None of these authors attempted to replac; the statistic~l 
categories by more appropriate industry categories or to exclude natural
resource products. In turn, several of them introduced variables to evaluate 
the implications for the index of intra-industry trade of the heterogeneity of 
the statistical categories that is not necessary if an economically meaningful 
system of classific(tion is used. . 
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1 

The index of intra-industry trade, IIT'k' • has been defined as in 
J 1 

(1), where e 
X'k' J 1 

and e 
M'k' , J 1 

stand for the adjusted exports and imports of 

industry i 1n trade between countries j and k. The formula makes adjustment 

for imbalance in total trade between countries j and k, when X
jk 

and 

Mjk represent the total exports and imports of country j in trade with 

country k.!! The index takes values from 0 to 1 as the extent of intra-

industry trade increases. 

(1) IIT'k' : 1 -
J 1 

e 
X'k' J .1 

e 
X'k' J 1 

e 
- M'k' 

; 1 

e 
+ M'k' J 1 

X'k + M'k 

= 1 -

X· k , ",M'k','i ~" .... ··d,'~ ;;;' 
X'k • r,C

k J J 

X 'k' +M'k' J J where e 
X'k' J 1 

= X J' J and u e = u 
jki 2X

jk 
n jki .ljki 2Mjk 

In the regression equations explaining intercountry and interin~ustry 

differences in the extent of intra-industry trade, IIT'k' has been used as 
J 1 

the dependent variable. In turn, the explanat6ry variables include the 

country characteristi~s and the industry characteristics described in Sections 

II and III, respectively. 

Various consider~tions are relevant to the choice of the functional 

'. form utilized in the estintation. To begin , .... ith. a Linear or lo~linear -.. 
-l! While Aquino (978) made adjustment for the imbalance in trade in 

;anufactured goods, the present study follows Balassa (l979) in adjusting for 
the imbalance in total trade, so as to allow for inter-industry specialization 
between pri~ary and manufactured gooas that is of particular importance in 
trade between developed and developing countries. 
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equation may give estimated values that lie outside the 0 to 1 range. While a 

logistic function does not have this shortcoming, itslogit transformation 11 

cannot handle values of a and 1. At the same time, although values of 1 

(representing complete intra-industry specialization) do not occur in the 

sample, values of 0 (representing complete inter-industry specialization) are 

of importance. 

In trade among all the countries concerned, there are potentially 

106,856 observations. !I IIT'k' is, however, not defined in 41 percent of 
J 1 

the cases, because Xjki = ~jki = 0 ; i.e. no trade takes place in a 

particular industry cate.gory between two particular- ce-un'Ct'res. Amon~t..b.ii.-·-· 

remaining 62,770 observat ions, 51 percent are equal ta aT''" ~d~e· 'eltfi"e'r-

X'k' or M.
k

, is zero; i.e. there is complete inter-industry specialization. 
J 1 J 1 

Given the importance of the zero Observations, the choice has been 

made for the nonlinear least squares estimation of the logistic function that 

can handle such observations. We have thus estimated (2), where Z 'k' is the 
J 1 

vector of the explanatory variables, a 1S the vector of the regression 

coefficients, and E'k' is a random disturbance ter~. 
J 1 

1 
( 2) II T . k' = ---";;;'--.--

J 1 
l+exp -8 Zjki 

+ 0:,. , 
JItl 

t 

Estimation has 

been done by decomposing 8 Z'k.as shown in (3), where C refers te country 
J 1. ·f ... 

characteristics and [ to industry characteristics. --
• It -

11 1n (IIT'k,/I-IIT'k') = b'Z'k" + u'k' J 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 

2/ There are 38 countries trading with 37 countries in 152 commodity 
categories, but we eliminate one-half of the observations since IITjki = 
IITkj i . 
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It is apparent that while none of the individual terms in (J) 

includes both the cou~try and the industry dimensions of the variation of the 

dependent variable IIT'k' , they are both incorporated in the entire 
J1 

function. This means that the effects of country characteristics on the index 

of incra-inaustry specialization are assumed to be invariant across industries 

and the effects of industry characteristics on the index of intra-industry 

special izat ion are assumed to be invariant acro$S'·e~M~:f'.,~~t1!g~:l,t: < 

II ~I 

In examining trade in differentiated products, Linder advanced the 

proposition that "the more similar the demand structures of two countries, the 

more intensive, potentially, is the trade between these two countries" (1961, 

p. 94). He further argued that while "a whole array of forces influences the 

demand structure of a ~ountry ••• the level of average income is the most 

important single factor and that it has. in fact, a dominating influence on 

the structure of demand [so that] similarity of average income levels could be 

11 In order to estimate industry-specific effects of country characteristics 
and country-specific effects of industry characteristics on the extent of 
intra-industry trade, one would ideally estimate (3) with industry-specific, 

c:leff i ci en t s b i C and country-specific coefficients b 'k I. illStead of the 
. J 

coefficients be and bI • However, this would involve the e~imation of several 

thousands of coefficients. Such an estimation would be excessively costly and 
might be infeasible in practice, even if the sample size is in principle 
sufficiently large. 

21 This section 1S based on Balassa, 1984a. 
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used as an index of similarity of demand structures" (Ibid.). The converse of 

this proposition is that "per capita incomes differences are a potential 

obstacle to trade •••• When per capita income differences reach a certain 

magnitude, trade can only take place in certain qualitatively homogeneous 

products" (Ibid., p. 98). 

In utilizing a model where intra-industry trade occurs in 

differentiated manufactured goods produced under economies of scale, Helpman 

subsequently provided proof of the proposition that, in the case when the home 

country has a lowe~ (or equal) capital-labor ratio than the foreign country 

and factor prices are equalized, "ifwereallocate·the.~.Ld.'s.!abor and 

capital stock in a way which increases the foreign.co~ntt'y's capital-labor 

ratio and reduces the home country's capital-labor t'atio without disturbing 

commodity prices and factor rewards, then the share of intra-industt'y 

tracie ••• witt decline" 0981, p. 325). Now, "since the higher the capital-

labor ratio the higher is income per capita (in a cross country comparison), 

this raises the hypothesis that a country's share df bilateraL intra-industry 

tt'ade is negatively correlated with the absolute difference in bilateral 

incomes per capit.a" (Ibid., p. 337). 

Helpman also provided pr~of of the proposition that, in two countries 

that have the same capital-labor ratio, "a redistribution of resources which 

preserves ea::h country's initial capital-labor ratio increases the 'lolume of .. .. 
trade if it reduces the inequality in country size, and it reduces the volume 

... 
of tt'ade if it i~reases the ipequality in country size. The volum~of trade -is largest when both countries are of equal size lt (Ibid. p. 327). On the 

assumptions made, the entit'e increase in trade takes the form of intra-

industry trade. Correspondingly, one may hypothesize that the extent of 
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intra··indust1.7 trade between any two countries will be negatively correlated 

with differences in ~heir size. 

The twO propositions were combined by Dixit and Norman who showed 

that "if the two countries are of similar size, and have no clear comparative 

advantage across industries, then we will see the predominant pattern of trade 

as one of intra-industry trade" (1980, p. 288). Comparative advantage is 

.defined in terms of di fferences in factor endowments,· for which per capi ta 

income differences may again be used as a proxy. 

Linder further suggested that "the higher the per capita lncome, the 

higher will be the degree of quality characterizing the demand structure as a 

products tend to be differentiated, the extent of intra-industry trade between 

any two countries is expected to be greater, the highe~ is their (average) per 

capita income. 

Finally, Lancaster showed that, owing to economies of scale, the 

equilibrium number of differentiated manufactured products will be the 

greater, the larger is the size of the market !I (1980, p. 158). 

Correspondingly, it may be hypothesized that the extent of intra-industry 

trade between any two-countries will be positively correlated with 'h-:!ir 

(average) size. 

We have considered various hypotheses linking the level of" per capita 

lncomes and country size, as well as intercountry ~ifferences thereof, to the 

• 
11 As Lancaster notes, this result will not obtain if economies of scale are 
derived from a homogeneous production function of constant degree. 
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extent of intra-industry trade. According to these hypotheses, the extent of 

intra-industry trade ig expected to be positively correlated with the average 

per c"'!;..i.ta income and the average size of the two countries and negatively 

correlated with intercountry differences in per capita incomes and in country 

size. 

While the hypotheses have originally been formulated in a two-country 

model, in the present case they will be tested in a multi-country model. At 

the same time, it should be recognized that empirical testing has not 

permitted intrOducing some of the restricc.ive'ct'S'sumptt-Ofts ma!1.e.;bY. the authors 

in developing their hypotheses. 

In testing the stated hypotheses, per capita income has been 

represented by GNP per head and country size by GNP. 11 But, rather than 

taking absolute vatue~ of intercountry differences in per capita incomes and 

size, use has been made 0; a relative inequality measure that takes values 

between 0 and 1. This measure 1S superior to utilizing the absolute values of 

the differences. w~:ch latter are affected by the magnitudes of the particular 

country characteristics in the different countries. The relative inequality 

measure is shown in (4), 

(i) INEQ = 1 + ({w) In ('01) + (l-w) In (1-w)]/ln2 
... 
.... .. ., - • .. 

1/ While the domestic consumption of manufactured goods would have been a 
~ore appropriate measure of the size of domestic market for these products, 
the necessary date are not available for some countries and are subject to 
considerable error in regard to others. At the same time, from available 
iQformation it appears that the consumption oE manufactured goods and: the 
gr6ss national product are highly correlated. 
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where w refers to the ~atio ofa particular country characteristic in country 

j to the sum of this characteristic in country j and partner country k. 

The next question concerns the introduction of transportation 

costs. In models of intra-industry trade, such as that of Krugman (1980), 

transportation costs will reduce the volume of such trade. However, the 

literature does not p~ovide us with a presumption that intra-industry trade 

will thereby be affected relatively more (or less) than inter-industry 

trade. Such a presumpt~o!l may be established if information flows are 

introduced. 

There is no need to provide"tr'rt''b''rmation on the characteristics of 

standardized (non-differentiated) products, such as copper metal, steel 

ingots, and caustic soda, which have uniform specifications across the world 

and hence their trade is determined largely by r~lative costs, giving rise to 

inter-industry specialization. However, there is need for information on the 

characteristics of differentiated products, such as machinery, transport 

equipment. and consumer goods, which are subject to intra-industry trade. 

It can be assumed that the availability of information decreases, and 

its cost i~creases, with distance. Correspondingly, it may be hypothesized 

that the extent of intra-industry trade between any two countries will be 

negatively. correlated with the distance bet~en them. Distance has been ... 
measured in terms of miles between the centQ:'s of geographica~ gravity for 

• • each pair of countries. -
The existence of common borders will also contribute to information 

flows. Furthermore, as Grube!' and Lloyd suggested, in countries sharing a 

co~~on border, intra-industry trade may occur "in products which are 

functionally homogeneous but differentiated by location" (1976, p. 5). Thus, 
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it may be hypothesized that ~he extent of intra-industry trade will be greater 

between countries that share a common border than between countries which do 

not have common borders. At the same time, the separate introduction of 

distance and border variables permits testing the hypothesis that common 

borders have economic significance for intra-industry trade beyond that of 

distance. In :he econometric investigation, the existence of common borders 

has been represented by a dummy variable, which takes the value of 1 when the 

two countries share a common border and is 0 othen/ise. 

In a model incorporating speci.fie capi.t~l 'antli::Onstant re~'J-AS to 

scale, Falvey found that the volume of intra-indust~!f"",~t'aee-'~iJ.,.l.:/ .. .a.r:(. 

inversely with the level of tariffs and of trade restrictions in general 

(1981, p. 50S). Sut, again, the question is if tariffs will affect intra-

indUStry trade relatively more than inter-industry trade. The senior author 

suggested that such would be the case in the event of trade liberalization in 

general and economic integration in particular. This is because adjustments 

to reducti~ns in ttade barriers would occur largely throu~h rationalizing 

operations and changing the product composi~ion of ~ndividual industries, with 

national product differentiation contributinl to intra-industry trade 

(Salassa, 1977). 

The same author showed that trade liberal izati,n (1977) and economic: 
'f 

integration in the European (1966a, 191.5) and the Latin American (1979) area ... 
.... .. 

were in fact accompanied by.increases in the extent of intra-industry trade ~ -
among the countries in question. In the present investigation, the hypotheses 

will be test~d that the extent of intra-industry trade between any two 

countries 1S negatively correlated with the average level of their trade 
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restri:tions and positively correlated with participation in integration 

schemes. 

Estimates of tadfE levels are not available for a number of 

countries and the tariff equivalent of quantitative import restrictions 1S not 

known with any confidence for others. Correspondingly, an indicator of trade 

orientation has been used to represent the extent of trade restrictions. 

Trade orientation has been defined in terms of deviations of actual from 

hypo~hetical values of per capita exports. Hypothetical vdlues have been 

derived from a regression equation that, i'1 addition to the per capita income 

and popuLation variables utilized in early worJiI'. ~y Chenel:"Y H960J. includes 

variables representing the availabil ity'of' mineraL resources and propinqui ty 

. to markets. JJ 

Mineral resource availability has been represented by the ratio of 

mineral exports (Xm) to the gross national product while propinquity has been 

defined as the weighted average of the inverse of distance between country j 

and partner country 

the partner countries 

k.{D., ), 
. Ji<. 

(y ) 
k. 

the weights being the gross national product of 

The results are reported in 

• 

1/ ALthough the paper deals with trade in manufact~red goods, the extent of 
~rade orientation in yegard to all products in the appropriate variable. This 
is be~ause protection is a relative concept and trade barriers on primary 
product affect trade in manufactured goo~d.·as '<...reI 1. ' 

, ." ,,~~~~-~. ~'"I<i'~.tP?f.*;::-: 
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equation (5), with t-values shown in parenchesis; all the regression 

coefficients are &ignificant at the 1 percent level, using a one-tail test. 1/ 

(5) 
X. 

2.og -1. = 
P. 

J 

- 0.1864 + 0.9212 tog (Y./P.) - 0.3541 tog P. 
(0.38) (15.02) J J (6.83) J 

Y/OO k -2 
+ 0.0251 r!/y. + 0.0598 L ~. ; R = 0.9404 

(2.91) 1 1 (2.06) &y 

While the lack of data on tariffs and non-tariff barriers does not 

permit one to directly test the results of the equation for the individual 
, ... ," 

countries, the pattern of the estimates indicateso i,t.s;.g,ractr-ca"i'·usefulness<e 

than for developed countries~ reflecting the fact that variations in trade 

policies are greater in. the former group than in the latter. Also, upward 

deviations are the largest in cases, such as Korea~ Hong Kong, Singapore~ and 

Tai\.lan, where outward-oriented policies have been apptied \.Ihile downward 

deviations predominate in countries, such as Argentina, Egypt, India, and 

2/ :-texico, characteri~ed by inward-orientation. 

For any pair of countries, the sum of their trade orientation index 

has been :t.ntroduced in the estimating equations to test 'the hypothesis that 

the extent of intra-industry trade is positively correlated with trade 

orientation. In turn, dummy variables have;been included co represent .. 
--• -1/ While population appears on both sides of the equation, as in Chenery's 

original formulation, and mineral export~ are part of total exports~ this 
should not affect the appropriateness of using deviations from hypothetical 
values as an indicator of trade orientation. 

2/ On the classification of countries, cf. Balassa, 1982. 
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participation 1n the European Common ~arket (EEC), the European Free Trade 

Associaticn (EFTA), and the Latin American free Trade Area (LAFTA). !/ 

familiarity with each other's products may also contribute to intra-

industry trade between particular countries. As common language breeds 

familiarity, it can be hypothesized that the existence of a common language 

will increase the extent of intra-industry trade between any two countries. 

This hypothesis will be tested in regard to English, French, Spanish, German, 

Portuguese, and Scandinavian languages. 

I II 21 

As far as industry chacacteristics ar.e. callcftmed; Cinder H9&11 agd.. 

Dr;eze (960) were the first to emphasize't'fie importance of product:' 

differentiation in international trade. In the theoretical models of Krugman 

(1979, 1980), Lancaster (1980) and Helpman (1981), product differentiation is 

taken to be a precondition of intra-industry specialization. 

Hufbauer (1970) used the coefficient of variation of export unit 

values as a measure of product differentiation on the assumption that an 

inverse relationship exists between the degree of product standardization and 

the dispersion of prices within each category. While Gray and Martin (980) 

criticized this procedure on-the grounds that unit values do not appropcia~eiy 

represent prices, at the 7-ditit level of the SITC classification utilized by 

'. :: 
1/ For example, the EEC dummy LS equal to 1 when both countr~s are members, 
and to 0 iOlflll other Cases. • ... 
2/ This section is based on Ba1assa, 1984b y where the author acknowledged the 
;eceipt of data provided by Professor Caves. -- With the exception of the 
tariff variables all data derive from U.S. statistics; their use in regard to, 
other countries is predicated on the assumption that the interindustry pattern 
of the individual · .. arLlbLes is in"ariant among countries",'c,This alternative 
has been chosen as comp~rable data for othe~ tountries are not avaiiable. 
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Hufbauer differences in unit values can be assumed to largely reflect 

differences in product ch4racteristics. At any rate, for lac~ of price 

observations in the necessary detail, the hedonic price indices suggested by 

Gray and Martin are not practicable. Consequently, following Caves (1981) and 

Toh (1982), in the present study use has been made of the Hufbauer mea~ure of 

product differentiation. 

Caves utilized Hufbauer's measure of product differentiAtion along 

with other indicators arranged on a scale, reflecting the assumption that 

'complexity' would favor international trad:e'<'~CfJ "information' :.ou.1.<1 

discourage it. In descending order, following Hufbauer's proxy ror'{1t'oduct 

differentiation, the variables are research and development as a percentage of 

sales; selling costs as a percentage of total costs; marketing, planning, and 

support costs as a percentage of total costs; and advertising expenditures as 

a per..:.entage of sales. 

Caves also iricluded foreign direct investment under this heading on 

the grounds that it indicates the opportunities created by product 

differentiation to serve foreign markets by local prOduction rather than by 

exports. But this va!-iable has dimensions other than product differen'tiation 

and will be considered separately below. In turn, one may regard the standard 

deviation of profit rates on equity capital, used by C .... es to indicate the ... 
heterogen~ity of individual commodity categories, as a lheasure of product 

• • diff~rentiation. -

Theorists of intra-industry trade hold that economies of scale are a 

slne qua non of intra-industry specialization; in the absence of scale 

economies, all product varieties coutd be produced domestically and no intra-

industry trade would take place. Various measures were employed as proxies 
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for economles of scale in elnpirical investigations of intra-industry trade. 

Hufbauer regressed vaLue added per man on firm size, measured in terms of 

empLoyment; Loertscher and WoLter (1980) used average vaLue added per 

establishment; Caves (1981) divided minimum pLant size by a measure of the 

cost disadvantages of small firms; and Lundberg (1982) utilized the share of 

Labor force in firms having more than Sao workers for this purpose. 

ALL these measures relate costs to pLant size. This is not the 

relevant consideration, however, regarding economies of scale 1n industries 
, ...i 

producing differentiated products, which are cha~atteriz~d by horizontal and 

vert lca l special izat ion. l/ The forrnerinvoL ves lessening product variety in 

individuaL pLants while the latter entails producing pal"ts, components, and 

accessories of a particular product in different plants. Now, vertical and 

horizontal specialization may involve reducing -- rather than increasing --

pLant size. 

Correspondingly, the above measures of economies of scale wilL 

reflect the relative impol"tance of product standal"dization and are hence 

expected to be negatively correlated with the extent of intra-industl"Y trade • 
.. 21 In the present investigation, use has been made of Caves' measure. This 

involves dividing the l"atio of the average size of the Largest plants in U.S. 

industry, accounting for approximately one-half of industry shipments, to 

total industl"Y shipment, ':Jy the ratio of val~e added per workel" 1n the smallel" • 

t/ These concepts were fi rst introduced in Salassa, 1967. 

21 Caves also expects a negative sign for this val"iable on the grounds that 
extensive scaLe economies ~ould confine production to a few Locations. This 
notion again pel"tains to standardized rather than to differentiated products. 
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pLants, again accounting for one-half of industry shipments, to vaLue added 

per worker in the larger plants. 

In turn, Toh suggested defining the Length of the production run, 

associated with reductions in product variety, as the ratio of expenditures on 

new machinery to the capitaLized value of the difference bet'Ween th~ average 

wage and the unskiLLed wage. However, this measure indicates the reLative 

physical capitaL intensity of the production process rather than the length of 

the production run. At any rate, the use of this variable has not given 

statistically significant res.ults intha~we~e't".:r.''''''rh.festtg.:itt6n a.c.d: it b.a.s."~n 

Product standardization is further related to the extent of 

industrial concentration; ceteris paribus, the possibilities for concentration 

can be expected to decline wit:h the c.ifferentiation of the product. 1I It may 

thus be hypothesized that intra-industry trade will be negatively associated 

with industrial concentration. This hypothesis has been tested by utilizing 

the inte=nationally adjusted concentration ratio introduced by Toh that is 

derived by dividing the traditional concentration ratio (~he share of the 

largest four firms in the· iAdustry's output) by the share of imports in the 

industry~s output. 27 

The=senior author s.ugge~ced nearly two decades ago that, as the size ., 
... 

of the foreig"n market increases, exports will give place to foreign direct 

}) As Eastman and Stykolt note, a different conclusion would be reached if 
product differentiation raised entry barriers (1967, Ch. 1). For further 
discussion, see Caves, Porter, Spence, and Scott (l980, p. 44). 

~I The explanation given by Toh for the negative slgn he obtains is couched 
1n terms of oLigopoListlc interdependence without reference to differences 
between industries prOducing standardized and differentiated products. 

• 
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investment by oligopolist ic firms that wish to exploit the possibilities 

inherent in the differential characteristics of their products (Salassa, 

196&b). Correspondingly, it may be hypothesized that the extent of intra-

industry trade will be negatively correlated with the extent of foreign direct 

investment.!J Following Caves, the latter has been measured as the sum of 

dividends received from foreign affiliates and foreign tax credits, divided by 

total business receipts of the industry. 

In turn, according to Caves, intra-industry trade will increase with 

the extent of trade (exports plus impor'tsf' dl.tll. majarit:l"-owned FO'reign 

However, the opposite result will obtain if this 'input effect' is dominated 

by a 'replacement effect,' involving the shift of the prorluction of 

differentiated commodities to foreign affiliates. 

In their investigation of intra-industry trade, Pagoulatos and 

Sorensen (1975) included the average height of tariff and of non-tariff 

barders, as well as their dispersion, among the ex,planatory variables on the 

assumption that both the height and the variability of protection limit the 

extent of int~a-industry trade. 
. . 

However, as Caves noted, theoretical 

considerations do not lead to a definite hypothesis in regard to the effects 

of inter-industry differences in protection le~ls on the extent of intra-... 
industry trade. --

" -

1/ As suggested by Professor Masahiro Kawai of the Johns Hopkins University, 
Tn a ~ore general model foreign direct investment may be considered to be 
another endogeneous variable. The same conclusion may apply to industrial 
concentration. 
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In view of the difficulties involved in estimating the tariff 

equivalent of non-tariff barriers, in the present investigation only tariff 

variables have been used. Following Caves, _they have been derived as the 

average trade-weighted index of tariff rates for thirteen major industrial 

countries and the standard deviation of these tariff rates. 

Finally, offshore assembly provisions may lead to increased intra-

industry specialization ~y encouraging the international division of the 

production process, involving vertical specialization. Correspondingly, a 

positive correlation is hypothesize(f':;bet~e.en:<,;4£~.re.l5S~~-·4C'":.Wa:,;'·rt·tent 

of intra-industry trade. In the pres'e?It:'~~a.'i!\S~h,4!: ion, the 9I(~.m ..i:"Fo!ffI'bi y 
,. . '"'{:, ,i., 

variable has been derived as the share of imports exempted from dut ies under 

offshore assembly provisions to total U.S. imports. 

IV 

The estimates reported here pertain to trade in manufactured goods in 

1971 Y among all the countries of the sample (Table 1), among developed 

countries (Table 2), among developing countries (Table 3), and between 

developed and developing countries (Table 4). The results shown in the first 

column oJ each table include all the described variabJ.es that are 

statistically significant in at least one of the calculations at a level of 10 

percent or higher. In turn, the second column of each table reports the 

estimates obtained by excluding all ':.ariables that are not statistically 

significant at the 10 percent level ~ the particular calculation • . 

!' While the calculations refer to 1971, data for manufactured exporta in the 
year 1979 have been used as a benchmark for the choice of the countries tor 
the present investigation, so as to include countries that have 'shown a 
potential to export manufactured goods. 
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Table 1 

Estimation of Intra-Industry Trade 
in a ~ulti-Country and ~ulti-Industry Framework: 

Trade Among Developed and Developing Countries Combined 
(regression coefficients, with t~va1ues in parenthesis) 

(1) (2) 

Constant 1.516 (17.01) 1.513 (17 .02) 
In AY/P 0.691 (27.10) 0.694 (27.65) 
INEQY/P -1.038 (20.89) -1.038 (20.92) 
1n AY 0.348 (36.42 ) 0.347 (36.54) 
INEQY -0.862 (27.02) -0.863 (27.07) 
ATO 0.453 (32.83) 0.453 (32.83) 
tn D -0.372 (49.15) -0.372 (49.27) 
BORDER 0.302 (11.94) 0.311 (12.71) 
EEC 0.163 (5.00 ) 0.159 (4.91) 
EFTA 0.308 tt2".ftH· 0.321 _(~!!., ~.'J 
LAFTA 0.601 (4.92) 0'.59'4 (4.37) 
ENGLISH 0.085 ('"",~l) , 0.08'5 ClAn 
FRENCH 0.193 (2.67) . !}.!t""~ '(t.65r 
SPANISH 0.066 (0.34) 
GER!iAN 0.268 (5.11) 0.254 (4.95) 
PORT. 0.633 (2.07) 0.635 (2.08) 
SCAND. 0.053 (1. 25) 
PD 0.254 (12.03) 0.254 (12.04 ) 
MKT 3.628 (12.08) 3.626 (12.09) 
SDPR 0.371 (2.56) 0.370 (2.55) 
ECSC -2.248 (8.0l) -2.248 (8.00) 
rACR -2.085 (14.71) -2.085 (14.68) 
FDr -0.395 (2.67) -0.395 (2.67) 
AFFL -0.121 (2.69) -0.120 (2.67) 
OAP 0.406 (10.20) 0.405 (10.20) 
TSO -2.753. (6.00) -2.754 (6.00) 

R2 0.4430 0.4430 
N 

, 
62770 62770 

• 
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The results reported in Table 1 support the hypotheses put forward in 

Section II of the paper as far as common country characteristics are 

concerned. As expected, the extent of intra-industry trade is positively 

correlated with average per capita incomes (AY/F), average country size (AY), 

trade orientation (TO), and the existence of a commcn border (BORDEa), and it 

is negatively correlated with income inequality (INEQY/P), inequality in 

country size (INEQY), and distance (D). All the variables are highly 

significant statistically. 

Among specific country characteristics. the E-£C, UTA, ant;i _t.AFTA 

dummy variables have the expected positive -sigrr3l;Mld,.r~,}~ighly significant 

statistically. In turn, the regression coefficients of the language dummy 

variables have a positive sign, but their level of statistical significance 

varies. The English, French, and German language variables are significant at 

the l percent level, the Portuguese language variable at the 5 percent level, 

while the Spanish aed Scandinavian language variables are not significant at 

even the 10 peccent level. 

Among industry characteristics, the Hufbauer measure of product 

differentiation (PO) has the expected positive sign ~n4 it is highLy ., 
significant statistically. This is also the case for the marketing variable 

(MKT), leading to the conclusion that m4,rketing expenditures increase with the 

degree of product differentiation. 
'f 

The "'other pruduct di fferentatiat ion -... 
variables are noc significant at the 10.,ercent level in any of the 

• 
regressions and have been excluded from the equations reported in all the 

tables. 

The standard variation of profie rates (SDPR) is also positively 

related to the extent of intca-industry trade and it is statistically 
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significant at approximately the 2 percent le .... el. This is the expected 

result, irrespective of ~hether one follo~s Caves in regarding the variability 

of profit rates as an indication of product heterogeneity or the variable 1S 

-

taken to represent product differentiation as suggested in Section III. 

The economies of scale (ECSC) and the industrial concentrati6n (IACR) 

variables are negatively correlated ~ith the extent of intra-industry trade 

and are highly significant statistically. Again, the results correspond to 

expectations as the variables are considered to be indicators of product 

standardization. 

The foreign direct investment (FDI) and foreign affiliates (AFFL) 

variables have a negative sign and are significant at the 1 pertent level. 

The result for foreign direct investment corresponds to expectations; in turn, 

the negative coefficient for the foreign affiliates variable points to the 

conclusion that the 'replacement effect' exceeds in importance the 'input 

effect. ' 

The tariff dispersion variable (TSD) is highly significant 

statistically and it has a negative sign, thus conforming to the hypothesis 

put for~ard by Pagoulatos and Sorensen. However, possibly reflecting the 
... 

considerations adduced earlier, the average tariff variable is not 

statistically significant in any of the equations; correspondingly, it has 

been omitted from the reported results. Finally, the offshore assembly 

variable (OAP) has the expected po.itive sign arid it is highly significant 

statistically. 

The results for the developed country group confirm the conclu~ions 

obtained for the entire group of countries as regards common country 

'f ... 
... ... 

• -
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Table 2 

Estimation of Intra-Indus~ry Trade 
in a Multi-Country and Multi-!ndustry Framework: 

Trade .-\J!long Developed Countries 
(regression coefficients, with t-va1ues in paren~hesis) 

Constant 
ln A'l/P 
INEQ'l/P 
ln A'l 
INEQY 
A'!.'!l 
11'1 D 
BORDER 
EEC 
EFTA 
ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
GERMAN 
SCANO. 
PO 
MKT 
SOPR 
ECSC 
IACR 
FOI 
AFFL 
OAP 
TSO 

R2 
N 

'f ... 
... .. 
" -

(1) (2) 

1.906 (8.15) 1.951 (8.57) 
0.434 (5.95) 0.418 (5.98) 
0.209 (0.74) 
0.359 (17.10) 0.360 (17.49) 

-0.827 (14.61) -0.828 (14.63 ) 
0.365 (5.29) 0.357 (5.24) 

-0.357 (26.06 ) -0.358 ... , <.A~J3) 
0.273 "' ( ~"; 7"5'" ::,- Q,.2:71 ~)."U.} , 
0.148 (3.54)'" 0.149 (3.58 ) 
o • 29,4 ___ (9,,.Q,J., .\'~ 0.296 (9. U) 

-0.084 ( 1. 83) -0.082 ( 1. 78) 
0.390 (3.57) 0.383 (3.51) 
0.309 (4.74) 0.313 (4.81) 
0.102 (1.89) 0.099 ( 1. 86) 
0.338 (11.01) 0.338 (11.00) 
2.672 (5.06) 2.730 (6.87) 
0.122 (0.59) 

-3.104 (7.63) -2.998 (7.82 ) 
-1.444 (8.44) -1.452 (8.54) 
-0.046 (0.22) 
0.018 (0.29) 
O. i73 (3.02) 0.177 (3.14 ) 

-3.900 (5.81) -3.916 (6.11) 

0.5680 0.5680 
21250 21250 
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characterist ics, the only except ion being the income inequali ty variable. 11 

This exception may be explained by the fact that, with income differences 

being relatively small-among developed countries, their demand structure is 

more similar. Correspondingly, one may not expect large variations to occur 

in the extent of intra-industry trade as a function of income differences. 

The stated hypotheses are also confirmed in regard to participation 

in integration arrangements and the responsiveness of intra-industry trade to 

having ~rench and German as common languages among the developed co~ntries. 

However, the Eng l ish 1 ~nguage va~i~b l'eW.;is;;~.!tv::'i.~~';.ft'C""'Slg:n.;PQs·;itJl-Y' 

reflecting the effect of longstandifi~;'3~t"S<Fa:!l~i;jJ~x~tlt1fEii co~nt~i~~ 

concerned. ~inally, the level of statistical significance approached 5 

percent for the Scandinav~an language in the developed country group. 

Except fer the standard deviation of profit rates, all product 

differentiation and product standardization variables continue to be highly 

significant in the dev~loped country group. Also, the offshore procurement 

and tariff dispersion variables are significant at the l percent level while 

the foreign direct investment and foreign affiliate variables lose their 

statist:cal significance. 

The coefficient of determination 1S 0.44 in regard to intra-industry 

trade among all countries exporting manufactured goods and 0.57 ,~or trade 

among the deve10ped countries. 

• .. 

... 
The differences in the explanato:y power of 

• 

1/ The estimated results are shown in Table 2, omitting the dummy variables 
for LAFTA, Spanish and Portuguese languages, which are not relevant for trade 
among developed countries. 
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the regressions are likely to find their origin Ln the greater homogeneity of 

the economic structure of the developed country group. 11 

Estimates made for developed countries by Loertscher and Wolter have 

a much lower coefficient of determination (0.07). There may be two possible 

explanations for this result. For one thing, Loertscher and Wolt~~ estimated 

a logit equation that involves excluding zero observations; for another thing, 

while these authors adjusted the explanatory variables for heteroscedascity, 

they failed to make this adjustment for the dependent variable. !I 

The results obtained for infi.i-it'fdtrs.!;t:.y.tn.fie among -a:eveLopl'ng 
. ". .'" 

countries, report.;d in Table 3, ~I also confirm the stated .h:¥.?O-t1r~~·as far 
.. " "<~ -' "'';.., - •. , ,- .. 

as average income levels, income inequality, trade orientation, distance, and 

border trade are concerned. All the coefficients are highly significant 

statistically, except for the income inequality variable that is significant 

only at the 5 percent level. The explanation for this result is similar to 

that adduced in regard to trade among developed countries. 

The hypotheses are not confirmed, however, in regard to the average 

size and size inequality variables; in fact, the signs are the opposite to 

those expected. In this connection, it should be noted that. only ibout one-

11 The proportion of observations for which intra-industry trade is equal to 
W i~22 percent Ln trade among developed countries, while it is 5~ percent Ln 
trade among all countries. In the former case, the potential number of 
observations is 23256, but there are 2006 cases w~ere no trade takes place • . 
21 At the same time, as shown in Balassa, 1984a, the values of the regression 
coefficients and their levels of statistical significance, arc affected to a 
considerable extent by the use of the incorrect weighting procedure. . 
Correspondingly, little purpose would be served by comparing the results of 
this study with those of Loertscher and Wolter. 

31 The EEC, EFTA, Cerman and Scandinavian language variables are irrelevant 
in this context and have been excluded from the estimation. 
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Table 3 

Estimation of Intra-Industry Trade 
in a Multi-Country and MuLti-Industry Framework: 

Trade Among Developing Countries 
(regression coefficients y with t-values in parenthesis) 

(1) (2) 

Constant -2.000 (3.35) -1.950 (3.37) 
In AY/P 
INEQY/I? 
In AY 
INEQY 
ATO 
In 0 
30RDER 
LAFTA 
ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
SPANISH 
PORT. 
PO 
MKT 
SDPR 
ECSC 
IACR 
TSO 

R2 
N 

-.. 
• -

0.788 
-0.362 
-0.425 

0.973 
0.256 

-0.392 
0.606 
1.346 
0.600 

-0.499 
1.207 
0.986 
0.243 
3.373 
0.340 

-1.515 
-0.914 

0.637 

0.2249 
6697 

. . 

(7.97) 0.808 (8.29) 
(1.95 ) -0.341 (1.84) 
(4.21) -0.408 (4.16) 
(3.02 ) 0.934 (2.95) 
(7.90 ) 0.259 (8.09) 

(10.54) -0.390 (l0.54) 
(4 .. 012 ) 0.603 (f .• 13 ) 
(7.69 ) 1. 3.l2~-('t'.6Oi 
(8.10) 0..6.106 . (Sr.,;/1I.)· 
(0 • .5'8'~; , 
(4.63) 1.167 (4.52) 
(3.73) 0.965 (3.61) 
(2.85) 11.252 (3.0S) 
(3.ll) 3.361 (3.38) 
(0.69) 
(1.36 ) 
(1.10) -0.849 0.60) 
(0.35) 

0.2245 
6697 

• 
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fourth of trade in manufactured goods among these countries is intra-industry 

trade and a few aberrant results rnay have influenced the outcome. 

Among specific country characteristics, the LAFTA, English, Spanish, 

and Portuguese language variables are significant at the 1 percent level in 

the developing country group. However, the rrench Language variable is not 

significantly different from zero and has the wrong sign. 

The foreign direct investment, foreign affiliate, and offshore 

p~ocurement variables are not relevant for trade among developing countries 

and have thus been excluded from the esfimat'es. Aal.aAg.·th~ ;:.ernW;'ng in.dustry 

variables, product differentiation andntaf'1Ce't"ti:lg·"ct5'S-,,~,"'~~~~~t}stically 
' .. """'" 

significant at the 1 percent level, the industrial concentration variable at 

the 10 percent level, while the economies of scale variable approaches this 

level. In turn, the coefficients of the standard deviation of profit rates 

and the tariff disp~rsion are not significantly different from zero. 

The coefficient of determination is 0.22 in regard to intra-industry 

trade among the developing countries; it is 0.25 in regard to trade between 

the developed and the de'/eloping countries, for which the results are reported 

in Table 4. In both cases~ the heterogeneity of the sample and the relatjv~ly 

Large proportion of the zero observations appear to have reduced the 

explanatory power of the regression equations. 11 As far as:the trade of the 
'f • 
--• " • -

1/ Of the potential number of 28800 ooservations, no trade occurs among 
~eveloping countries in 22183 cases; the corresponding results are 54720 and 
19897 in trade between developed and developing countries. Among the 
remaining observations, the index of intra-industry specialization takes the 
value of 0 in 75 percent of the cases in trade among developing countries and 
64 percent of the cases in trade between developed and developing countries. 
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Table 4 

Estimation of Intra-Industry Trade 
in a Multi-Country and Multi-Industry Frame'Olork: 
Trade bet'Oleen Developed and Developing Countries 

(regression coefficients, with t-values in parenthesis) 

0) (2) 

Constant 1. 723 02.13 ) 1.734 (12.94) 
1n AY/P 0.704 03.67) 0.704 (13.67) 

_ INEQY/P -0.727 ( 11.43) -0.726 (11.47) 
In AY 0.432 (25.26) 0.432 (25.26) 
INEQY -1.145 (18.50) - t .142 (18.69) 
ATO 0.532 (26.60 ) 0.532 (26.61) 
1n D -0.394 (29.40) -0.395 (29.70) 
BORDER __ 0 .• 541. , ("1 &-~ 4. --S1' ".,- - II;..j:4t' (10.50) 
EFTA 0.358' {&.lc;P 0.358 (6.35) 
ENGLISH 0.084 (l,...i..~r: ~ ~" !l ... llaA- (1.84 ) 

,- '1J:6:fJ ' -
(0.24) FRENCH 

PD 0.002 (0.06) 
MKT 8.647 (15.81) 8.643 (15.83 ) 
SDPR 0.556 (2.08) 0.557 (2.09) 
ECSC 0.170 (0.40) 
IACR -8.686 (15.92) -8.710 06.07) 
FOr -1.601 (5.48) -1.587 (5.47) 
AFFL -0.468 (5.64) -0.463 (5.68) 
OAP 1.043 (14.90) 1.037 05.18) 
TSD -1.474 (2.01) -1.515 (2.12) 

R2 0.2484 0.26.84 
N 34823 3~a23 

r 

f ... 
--• -
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developing countries is concerned, the prevalence of quantitative import 

restrictions may also reduce the extent of the correlation. 

Nevertheless, all the variables representing common country 

characteristics are highly significant in intra-industry trade bet~een 

developed and developing countries. This conclusion also applies to the EFTA 

variable while the English language variable is significant at the 10 percent 

level. The French language variable is, however, not significant 

statistically. 

concentration, foreign direct investment ~ for.&-i,lP'~ Ktr:r'i:'at.'~'.!lo:l4,Q,ffshore 

procurement variables are all highly significant statistically. In turn, the 

level of statistical significance is 5 percent for the standard deviation of 

profit rates and for the tariff dispersion variable. The Hufbauer measure at 

product differentiation and the economies of scale variables are not 

statistically significant, hO.wever. 

Conclusions 

This paper has tested various hypothes~s in regard to the 

determina,pts of intra-industry specialization in manufa!=tyred goods, includi.g 

common and specific country characteristics as well as industry 

characteristics. The study covers altogetaer 38 countries exporting 
f .. 

manufactured goods; calculations have been made for bil~teral trade flows --
among all the 38 countries, among 18 devel~ed countries, among 20 developiq~ -
countries, as well as between the 18 developed a~d the 20 developing 

countries. 

The hypotheses put forward in the theoretical literature in regard:d 

common country characteristics are generally confirmed by the empirical 
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results. Thus, the extent of intra-industry trade is positively correlated 

with average lncome leveL;, average country siz.e, trade orientation, and the 

existence of common borders and it is negatively correlated with income 

inequality, inequality in country si,e, and distance. 11 All the variables 

are highly significan~ statistically in the four calculations, except for the 

income inequality variable in trade among developed countries and among 

developing countries; in both cases income differences are smaller than in the 

entire country sample. 

It is further shown that the extent of intra-in~ustry trade and 

participation in the European Common Market, the Eu.ropean Free :rfaae 

Association, and in the Latin America:n"ft'~£r?a(fe>Association are positively 

correlated, with all the coefficients being highly significant statistically 

in the relevant equations. Also, the language variables have the expected 

positive sign whenever they are statistically significant, which is the case 

in most instances. 

In turn, the extent of intra-industry trade is expected to be 

positively correlated with product differentiation, represented by the 

Hufbauer measure of produet differentiation, marketing costs, and the 

variability of profit rates, and neg~tively c8rrelated with product 

standardization, represented by economies of scale and industrial 

concentration. All ~he regression coefficien~s have the expected sign and are. 
;. 

generally significant statistically, the exceptions being the standard 

• deviation of profit rates in-the case of trade among developed and among 

11 This conclusion does not apply to the size variables as far as trade among 
~eveloping countries is concerned, however. 

-.. • -
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developing countries; the economies of scale variable in the case of trade 

among developing countries and bet~een developed and developing countries; and 

the product differentiation v~riable in trade bet~een developed and developing 

countries. 

The variables associated ~ith foreign investment (foreign direct 

investment and foreign affiliates) have a negative sign and are statistically 

significant~ except for trade among developed countries. [n turn, the 

offshore procurement variable has the expected positive sign and it is highly 

statistically significant in all three cases. 11 And, ~hile the average 

tariff variable does not reach minimum lev&ls- Oct Soi.g.nifi.oaI1c-e in any of the 

cases considered, the tariff dispersion variable is statistically significant 

except for trade among developing countries. 

The estimates presented in this paper combine the intercountry and 

the interindustrty determinants of the extent of intra-industry trad~. The 

explanatory po~er of the regression equation for intra-industry trade among 

all the countries under consideration is fairly high, not~ithstanding the 

relatively small number of estimated parameters compared to the number of 

observations. At the same time, the coefficient of determination is the 

highest for trade among the developed countries tha.t have a relatively more 

homogeneous economic structure and for ~hich intra-industry trade represents 

1 an importarit propOrtion of total trade. [n turn, the heterogeneity of the 
.... .. 
• 

sample and the relatively large proportion of zero observations ayears to 

have r.::duced the explanatory po~er of the regressions for intra-i;dlJstry trade 

among developing, as ~ell as bet~een developed and developing, countries. 

11 It ~illbe reca~led that the iast-ment oned three variables are not 
;elevant for trade among developing count.r es. 
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